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Soundings
2 A.M. ZEN

“Kýrie eléison, through the darkness
of the night”
—Mr. Mister, “Kyrie,” 1985

The house had finally fallen silent from
the day’s activities.
It was nearly 11 PM when I sat down to
do my evening zazen. Towards the end of
the round, I heard a stirring from the baby
monitor in the room where I was sitting. I
was familiar enough with the baby’s noises to know that no reaction was needed,
so I continued sitting. The baby’s shifting
around in her crib gave way to moans and
groans, so I got up to check the monitor.
Her eyes, black and beady on the night-vision monitor, stared blankly at me—this
was going to be a long night!
For the next two hours, I attempted
to get her to fall back asleep: picking
her up, comforting her, swaying in the
rocking chair, and putting her back down
to sleep—only to find she was still awake.
Finally, at 2 AM, I got my wife to see if she
needed to be nursed and I went to sleep
before work the next day.

A NEW MORNING

And today, once again, a new morning:
bright, with close, rounded clouds that
frame expanses of the immeasurably
deep sky. Agitation in the treetops. In
everything else, restfulness. Windfall of
apples. The grass softly invites you to
walk out of the house. The dimness inside is alive with lights on antique silver,
and their reflections in the looking glass
confuse the eye as to what is enclosed
within the mirror’s frame.
There are so many days here, none like
any other. And beneath all their differences is this great similarity: the gratitude in
which they are received.
—Rainer Maria Rilke, from Early Journals,
translated by Joanna Macy & Anita
Barrows

This type of night is common for most
parents, and, this being our second child,
was nothing new for us. Our first daughter was a terrible sleeper, and my wife and
I had gone through these long, arduous
nights before. They can result in sleep
deprivation and anxiety because you’re
desperate to help the baby and don’t
know what to do. And this frustration can
sometimes be taken out on our partner,
or manifest at work, or in other ways in
our daily life. New babies can be such a
challenge—they don’t even know how to
sleep yet!
What made this evening different from
all the previous ones was my reaction to
the situation: I had used that opportunity of not sleeping to continue zazen.
This normally frustrating situation was
much more pleasant and as a result less
challenging. Each time the baby woke,
usually after only five minutes, I had to
start putting her to sleep all over again,
with nothing seeming to work. Instead of
complaining or getting upset, I realized
this was a chance to continue the practice, which seemed to continue almost
automatically. Throughout those two
hours, that’s how things proceeded—the
practice continued.
My previous efforts to maintain my
practice throughout the day had borne
fruit that evening. It was the unbroken
momentum of keeping the practice
going—and not succumbing to habitual
patterns of wanting things to be different—that had changed my reaction to the
situation. I had dealt with the situation

better than in the past; I was more patient,
more compassionate, and in tune with
the baby. It was not the burden it could
have been. In fact, the next day my wife
said that she appreciated how calmly I had
reported the situation to her.
When our first daughter was born, I
was not sitting on a regular basis. As a
result, I realize I did not handle the difficulties of being a new parent as skillfully
as I can now. The combination of sleep
deprivation, anxiety, and adjusting to a
new way of life led to a lot of stress and
conflict at home.
Over the past several years of practicing Zen, I have struggled to establish a
daily routine. The efforts towards practice would come in spurts, usually when
things got rough, and as my situation
improved (as a result of sitting), the felt
need to sit would fade. Just before my
second daughter was born, I had made the
resolve to sit every day and to maintain
awareness of the practice throughout the
day as best as I could. With the limited
time available to sit, I really needed to
emphasize the active aspect of practice as
much as I could.
If doing zazen amidst activity is, as
Chinese master Yuanwu (1063–1135) says,
“producing a lotus from within the fire,”
then doing zazen amidst the activities of
parenting must be producing a lotus from
within a volcano!
If my practice is only related to sitting,
or more specifically, sitting at the Zen
Center, then I wouldn’t have much of a
practice. I simply had to find time in my
busy schedule to sit. For me, I found that
sitting in the evenings, when everyone
else was asleep, was the best. Even though
the time when I sit varies, that moment,
when no one else is awake, is reliable—at
least for a short while! Then any additional sitting on top of that is a bonus.
Of course zazen is not only limited to
sitting. I now use the feedings, bath times,
and walks in the evening as invitations to
return to practice. Those little moments
act as reminders to notice whether    ▶
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I’ve drifted away from the practice (which,
let’s be honest, is pretty often!). By being
as fully present as possible, I’m in a better
position to respond to the needs of my
family. This, I’m learning, is crucial: as
they grow older, I am realizing the time
I have with them as innocent children is
fleeting. I want to use these precious early
years of development to set an example
for them of how to be in this world.
I’ve realized that there doesn’t need
to be a dichotomy between zazen and
parenting; they can be one experience. By
maintaining a daily practice throughout
the four positions of parenting—feeding,
burping, bathing, and lying down—I am
enriching the zazen I do when I am finally
able to sit.
Dāna is the Sanskrit word meaning
“giving” or “generosity,” and in Mahayana
Buddhism it is considered one of the Six
Perfections (Paramitas). The Six Perfections, in short, are the six characteristics
that develop through continued Zen
training, one of which is patience (kṣānti).
Both giving and generosity are essential
characteristics to have as parents. Through
my daily practice, both active and sitting, I
am better able to give myself to my family.
I am much more responsive to their needs
and emotions—in a word, patient. I am
also more generous with my time. When
I am at home, I’m just at home with my
children, as much as I can be.
My practice has shifted from being
about, to quote Roshi Kapleau, “grabbing
kensho and running,” to doing zazen so as
to be of service to my family. That shift has
also been reinforced by simplifying my life.
Children take up almost all of our spare
time, so I looked at what I was using my
spare time for: internet browsing, social
media, movies, television, etc. By cutting

these unnecessary things out, my daily
activities were greatly reduced—to simply
home, work and zazen. Being at work, I
just worked, getting things done as they
arose. Being at home, I played with the
children and helped with meals, housework, and entertaining friends and family.
Lastly, any spare time could now be filled
with zazen. There was nothing else competing with my time. From this process of
simplification, I saw the quality of my life
improving, little by little, even through
the difficult early stages of parenting a
newborn baby.
On a leafless branch
A crow comes to rest—
Autumn nightfall.

OHARA KOSON (RAWPIXEL / RIJKSMUSEUM)

—Basho
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deborah zaretsky

The challenges are still there, and they
can still be frustrating, causing me to
question if the practice is working. But
it’s moments like that evening with my
daughter, when everything was perfectly
managed and the practice was present,
that the fruits of all those evenings that
came before ripen, and I realize that it has
been working this whole time. The difficulties of parenthood are transformed
into a deepening of faith in the method.
The Greek in the lyrics quoted above
is from a song my younger daughter and
I enjoy. It means “Lord, have mercy.” But
for me, it has another meaning: it means
“keep practicing.” It reminds me to have
faith during those dark nights; that is, to
say that “this too shall pass.”
In fact, today the baby’s sleeping is
getting better every day, and difficult
nights are less frequent, but my resolve to
continue sitting has not faltered. However, because she is just now beginning
to get her front teeth, we may be right
back into it again, so: Kýrie eléison!—Sam
Scorsone

■
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THE VOICES IN MY HEAD

Has life, meaning your life, ever entailed
a chapter so rocky that it was almost unbearable? Mine has, so you’re not alone;
I feel you. I am most of the way through
a very difficult divorce; one that had
further-reaching implications than I ever
could have expected. After years of quiet
anxiety, the decision to end my marriage
had left me in a deep depression.
When I first decided to leave, I felt a
surprising clarity and confidence that I
hadn’t experienced in over a decade. Even
as I found myself emotionally healthier, however, I was still left to address
the “forest fire” that followed the divorce
announcement.
Family members were disappointed
with me and, even if ostensibly supportive, they made statements that felt like an
endless series of paper cuts. Friends, even
my childhood best friend, left me without
explanation (was my suffering contagious? Were they jealous? With some, I
will never know). And with still others, I
was the one who left: I had no patience
anymore for relationships that did not
feel deep, sincere, and loyal. The net result
of all of this was a stronger me—but a
very isolated, lonely me. I did not want to
slip back into that dark headspace I had
known. Then I stumbled on a helpful tool
that ultimately was critical to helping me
find a way out: Acceptance and Commitment Therapy, better known as ACT.
ACT is aligned with Buddhism in many
ways, although it has more in common
with the Vipassana tradition than Zen
practice. Zen-aligned or not, I offer my
story, in case it is helpful.
“Regular” cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) has been useful, practically, in
tackling many of my daily challenges. And
yet, I found my negative inner monologue
continued unabated, rerunning a playlist
of negative self-talk, which reinforced
those well-established feelings of isolation, sadness, and being overwhelmed. I
knew my Zen practice could help, but I felt
too tired, scattered, and, to be honest, too
jaded to apply myself. I felt lost and wasn’t
sure that my mindset could ever change.
Attempts to replace sad thoughts with
happy thoughts were completely futile.
It’s almost comical how often I tried and
that approach. Oh Lord, the journal entries! Trying to coach myself,        ▶

AMEN
It’s easy to ignore the moment we dwell in
the time when we should be our own choir
shouting amen to every second that’s given us
but we forget and think only of the machinery
that’s driving our lives, the idling
engines of our day-to-day-to-day, the endless
tapping on the keyboards. Or else we’re waiting
for something better to come along, some
out-of-town engagement better than where we
are now. Life isn’t some film we can review again,
it’s live theater, and even if we could go back
what’s the point? Sitting in the darkened room
with the film ticking along and we reverse
the projector and see ourselves
returning in the car before we’ve ever left
walking backwards to our house
or leaping out of the water
we thought we were swimming in.
—Stuart Kestenbaum
Reprinted by permission of Stuart Kestenbaum, who is a craftsman and the Poet Laureate of
Maine. His latest book is How to Start Over.

Q
&A

My family and friends are curious about what I’m doing at
the Zen Center. Should I try to answer their questions? How
can I explain Zen practice to them without getting either too
flippant or too preachy?

It’s not easy
to find the right
balance when we
talk with others
about our Zen practice, but it may help to
keep a couple of guidelines in mind. The
first is to stick to your own experience.
Early in my own Zen “career,” I sometimes
let myself get carried away by enthusiasm
for the promise of enlightenment and the
stories of the old Zen masters, and talked
about states that weren’t my own. Better
to stick with what’s real—if you have become (or think you have become) marginally more patient, or focused, or energetic,

or empathetic, share that. It’s probably
good to share your struggles too, and why
you’re willing to keep at it.
The second thing to stay aware of is
how interested your questioner really is.
Don’t keep on talking if their eyes have
glazed over! I’ll usually keep my reply
short and sweet, and continue if they
seem to show interest.
If my questioner is receptive, I’ll make the
point that Zen practice means much more
than sitting on a cushion. There’s really
never a time when we can’t work to bring
our mind of stabilized awareness to whatever we’re doing.—john pulleyn
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reframe things, accentuate the positive,
blah blah blah. How could I get unstuck?
I’d been taught at the Zen Center to notice when my mind drifted into thoughts,
but I had no idea what to do next, beyond inwardly recoiling in horror at how
relentless and negative they were. Then I
blamed myself for not sitting more, and
away we go—dozens of negative mantras
about what kind of person I was, how life
really “is,” why I am not all that great, and
on and on.
My sister-in-law, a newly minted Ph.D.
in child psychology, gave me one of her
favorite therapy books: The Happiness
Trap, by Russ Harris. In it, Harris teaches ACT techniques. The problem with all
the negative thoughts is not necessarily
that some of them are true, nor that they
are difficult or impossible to banish. The
problem is that we believe in them so fervently. In ACT this is called “fusing” with
your thoughts.
ACT has six core principles. The first is
de-fusion from our thoughts. The Happiness Trap outlines how to see thoughts as
just strings of words. One technique is to
set them to music; another is to imagine a
silly voice saying them. I combined these
techniques by finding the cheesiest old
love songs and then setting words like “no
one gets me” to them. The songs made me

giggle, and began to create some distance
from the thoughts. I began to loosen their
stranglehold.
In time, those ideas themselves started
to seem dated, dusty, and less compelling.
I started to say to myself (another ACT
technique), “Yup, there’s that ol’ one again
about your family. Been there; thought
that.” De-fusion helped me get unstuck,
and I started living again.
The second ACT principle is Expansion:
breathing in, observing without judgment
when a negative emotion comes up in the
body. Noticing its physical manifestation,
breathing into it, creating an imaginary
space around it so it “has room to move”
and doesn’t get stuck there.
The third ACT principle is Connection,
which is being present, not accidentally

but through the observing mind. I equate
this to simple mindfulness: consciously
staying in my body–mind in the present
moment. For me, this is easiest to achieve
when I am deliberately, not passively,
observing something in nature, connecting with my love, or eating great food.
Sometimes it’s hard to remember that I
have a body, and to get back into it. I love
Eryl’s instruction: meditate from the neck
down. Connection is like that, and off the
mat, too.
The fourth principle of ACT is the
Observing Self. It’s a part of myself that
cannot be hurt or damaged; it’s just the
Noticer. The Noticer can observe the
events of the last few years and feel a
sense of acceptance about them. Life
happened. It’s almost as if it’s a movie: it’s
just a story, no need to freak out. Sometimes I can access this state, sometimes I
just can’t. But boy, when I can see reality
and not struggle against it—that feels
miraculous.
As I write this, there’s a lovely late
afternoon sun beaming in through the
window, and the typing makes the water’s
surface in my glass start to quiver. This—
just noticing—is so much easier now.
The remaining two ACT principles put
us on an accessible path to true happiness:
a rich and meaningful life. The fifth principle is to Clarify and Connect—with your
values, meaning, what do you stand for,
what is significant? I’ve set goals for myself over the years, but never started with
my values. This new framework makes
pursuing the goals immensely more satisfying; my values have clear, day-to-day
actions that I can take to advance them,
making my life meaningful, every day.
The last ACT principle is Committed Action: acting in alignment with your values,
again and again, even after you fail.
Rebuilding my life has been gut-wrenching, but I’ve found a new job that I truly
love, I’ve fallen deeply in love, my kids
are thriving. My relationships are deep,
authentic, and truly light me up from the
inside. I could go on. ACT has helped me let
go of the baggage that had been weighing
me down almost to a halt, and now I feel,
mostly, released. I do still have to practice;
it’s a journey.—Rachel Clar

■

◀ Borobudur, Java, Indonesia Photograph by
john pulleyn
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THE ENDING

Diana felt herself growing older and
one day when she looked in the glass she
saw that she resembled somebody. She
resembled Lisa as Lisa used to be. Then
she began to notice that everything was
looking different. The smarting bitterness
was gone. Instead there was a more august
and terrible pain than she had ever known
before. As she sat day after day holding
Bruno’s gaunt blotched hand in her own
she puzzled over the pain and what it was
and where it was, whether in her or in
Bruno. And she saw the ivy leaves and the
puckered door knob, and the tear in the
pocket of Bruno’s old dressing gown with
a clarity and a closeness which she had
never experienced before. The familiar
roads between Kempsford Gardens and
Stadium Street seemed like those of an unknown city, so many were the new things
which she now began to notice in them:
potted plants in windows, irregular stains
upon walls, moist green moss between
paving stones. Even little piles of dust
and screwed up paper drifted into corners
seemed to claim and deserve her attention. And the faces of passersby glowed
with an uncanny clarity, as if her specious
present had been lengthened out to allow
of contemplation within the space of a
second. Diana wondered what it meant.
She wondered if Bruno was experiencing it
too. She would have liked to ask him, only
he seemed so far away now, wrapped in a
puzzlement and a contemplation of his
own. So they sat together hand in hand
and thought their own thoughts.
The pain increased until Diana did not
even know whether it was pain any more,
and she wondered if she would be utterly
changed by it or whether she would return
into her ordinary being and forget what it
had been like in those last days with Bruno. She felt that if she could only remember it she would be changed. But in what
way? And what was there to remember?
What was there that seemed so important,
something that she could understand now
and which she so much feared to lose? She
could not wish to suffer like this throughout the rest of her life.
She tried to think about herself but
there seemed to be nothing there. Things
can’t matter very much, she thought,
because one isn’t anything. Yet one loves
people, this matters. Perhaps this great

pain was just her profitless love for Bruno.
One isn’t anything, and yet one loves people. How could that be? Her resentment
against Miles, against Lisa, against Danby
had utterly gone away. They will flourish
and you will watch them kindly as if you
were watching children. Who had said that
to her? Perhaps no one had said it except
some spirit in her own thoughts. Relax.
Let them walk on you. Love them. Let love
like a huge vault open out overhead. The
helplessness of human stuff in the grip
of death was something which Diana felt
now in her own body. She lived the reality
of death and felt herself made nothing by
it and denuded of desire. Yet love still existed and it was the only thing that existed.
The old spotted hand that was holding
on to hers relaxed gently at last.—Iris
Murdoch, from Bruno’s Dream
hara \'hä-rə\ n [Jap. 腹, lit. “underbelly,
belly, gut”] 1 : abdomen 2 : in Zen, the
term has predominantly a spiritual
meaning, in the sense of a person’s
spiritual center; also kikai-tanden
According to Hindu and Buddhist
yogic systems, there are a number of
psychic centers in the body through which
vital cosmic force or energy flows. Of
the two such centers embraced within
the hara, one is associated with the solar
plexus, whose system of nerves governs
the digestive process and organs of
elimination. Hara is thus a wellspring of
vital psychic energies. Harada-roshi, one
of the most celebrated Zen masters of his
day, in urging his disciples of concentrate
their mind’s eye (i.e. the attention, the
summation point of the total being) in
their hara, would declare: “You must realize”—i.e., make real—“that the center of
the universe is the pit of your belly!”
To facilitate his experience of this
fundamental truth, the Zen novice is
instructed to focus his mind constantly
at the bottom of his hara (specifically,
between the navel and the pelvis) and to
radiate all mental and bodily activities
from that region. With the body-mind’s
equilibrium centered in the hara, gradually a seat of consciousness, a focus of
vital energy, is established there which
influences the entire organism.—roshi
phillip kapleau

DISCIPLINE

If you fast and keep discipline, practice
meditation and cultivate wisdom, these
are afflicted roots of goodness. Even if
you sit on the site of enlightenment and
manifest attainment of complete perfect awakening, and rescue innumerable
people so that they all experience individual enlightenment, this is the demon of
roots of goodness, since it arouses greedy
attachment.
If you are utterly undefiled by greed
in the midst of all things, so that your
“aware essence” exists alone, dwelling in
exceedingly deep concentration, without
ever rising or progressing anymore, this
is the demon of concentration, because
you’ll be forever addicted to enjoying it,
until ultimate extinction, detached from
desire, quiescent and still. This is still
demonic activity.
If your wisdom cannot shed so many
demon nets, then even if you can understand a hundred books of knowledge, all
of it is in the dregs of hell. If you seek to
be like Buddha, there is no way for you to
be so. Now that you hear me say not to be
attached to anything, whether good, bad,
existent, nonexistent, or whatever, you
immediately take that to be falling into
emptiness. You don’t know that to abandon the root and pursue the branches is to
fall into emptiness. To seek Buddhahood,
to seek enlightenment, or anything at
all, whether it may actually exist or not,
is abandoning the root and pursuing the
branches.
For now, eat simple food to sustain
life, patch rags to keep off the cold, when
thirsty scoop water to drink. Beyond this,
if you just harbor no thought of concern
with anything at all, existent, nonexistent,
or otherwise, you will in time have your
share of ease and clarity.—Zen master
Baizhang, quoted in Introduction to Chan
Buddhism by Thomas Cleary
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Zen Bow: How did this happen? Did a little
boy get up one morning and say, “I want to
be an astrophysicist?”
Adam Frank: Yeah, pretty much. I have a
vivid early memory of coming down to my
father’s library and looking through his pulp

interview with
Adam Frank
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fiction magazines, Astounding Stories and Amazing
Worlds, or whatever they were called, and each one
of them had cool illustrations on the front. I just
knew I needed to do astronomy. I never wanted to
do anything else. At one point my parents bought
me a telescope, which is when I learned that I

didn’t want to be an observer, I wanted to be a
theorist. I’ve been very lucky that it worked out.
Now I wear a lot of hats. I teach one class
per semester, but the main job of a university
professor at a research university is to run and
fund your research group. I have two graduate

NASA, ESA, E. JULLO (JPL/LAM), P. NATARAJAN (YALE) AND J-P. KNEIB (LAM)

ROBERT PAZ / ARCHIVES, CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

NASA / GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER

students plus a postdoc and a senior scientist. I
follow everybody’s research, helping where I can,
and we collude with a larger group. A typical day
will entail a little of all that. But then I also have
this second career as a writer, which takes up a
lot of time.
For my Zen practice, I have to ask myself, why
am I writing books? How much of it is ego, and
how much of it is, I have something to say? I
loved writing the last book [Light of the Stars:
Alien Worlds and the Fate of the Earth], it was
really important to me, but it was a lot of work,
and the older you get, you start to think, what
do I want to do with my time? Do I need to write
a fourth book? Because there are mountains to
climb. Literally, there’s time to be spent in the
woods, there’s time to be spent on the cushion.
I think I have a much clearer sense now of how
I need to ask myself, for any project I take on,
why am I doing it? What does it serve? Whom
is it serving?

ADAM FRANK is a leading
expert on the final stages of evolution for stars like the sun, and a
member of the RZC. His research
group at the University of Rochester has developed supercomputer tools for studying how stars
form and die. A self-described
“evangelist of science,” he is also
committed to showing others the
beauty and power of science, and
exploring the proper context of
science in culture.
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ZB: When did you start sitting?
AF: The pivotal event in my life was the death of
my brother; he was killed in a car accident when
I was nine and he was 15. That propelled everybody in a variety of directions. I was raised in an
atheist family: it wasn’t actively hostile to religion,
though there was some of the feeling that religion
is the opiate of the people. But if you asked my
parents, “Is there a God?” they would say, “Well,
your mom and dad don’t believe there is, but you
need to make that decision for yourself.” And
you’d say, “I’m seven years old! That’s a little too
much for me, okay? Yes or no would be fine.”
My brother’s death propelled my mom into
siddhi yoga, which is a version of yoga with an
emphasis on spiritual discipline. I read her stuff,
and I had an inclination towards that way but of
course I was still a hard-core atheist scientist—I
still am an atheist scientist. I was really struck by
the Upanishads, and also Joseph Campbell, The
Hero’s Journey, and the biography of the Buddha.
I also loved comic books, I have to say. But
there was a way in which the Buddha’s story
and Spiderman’s story are kind of the same, you
know?
ZB: A lot of dukkha.
AF: Exactly, right? And a lot of responsibility.
ZB: And you had been through that yourself.
AF: Yeah. Suffering often takes you. The first intensive I sat was at Naropa in Boulder. It was a

two-day intensive and it really blew my mind, it
was so hard, and yet so powerful. Of course, the
first time you do it and see the mind, you’re going
crazy, you’re just like, “I can’t,” and I had the entire Born to Run album track going, including the
gaps between the songs. I thought, “Wow, that’s
amazing! Your mind will do anything other than
quiet down.” And then there was a moment when
I thought, “I’ve gotta get out of here. I gotta leave.
I can’t do this…” I was just about to get up, but
the training was that when you have thoughts,
label them. And just at the peak of that sort of
intensive feeling, as I was about to get up, it was
on the up breath, I labeled it “thinking,” and I
realized, “Oh, this meant nothing. That was just
a thought.” And then I had the recognition that
this intensity of emotion—“Oh, I’m going to leave,
I’m a failure”—ah, it’s just another thought. And
that was the beginning.
ZB: Could you talk a little bit about the intersection of physics and Buddhist practice?
AF: Yes, I’m very interested in Buddhism’s encounter with the West, how the West is digesting
Buddhism, and what will come of it. One of the
things that actually led me towards Zen was the
book The Tao of Physics by Fritjof Capra because,
while it was a great book about quantum mechanics, it also explained how quantum mechanics
shows Buddhism is true. And I was suspicious of
that then. And now.
The problem of quantum mechanics is super
interesting, but there are 50 different interpretations of quantum mechanics. Buddhists would
point to quantum mechanics and say, “Well, you
know, quantum mechanics shows us that the
Buddhist perspective is true.” And, unfortunately,
that’s not true, with the exception of one particular interpretation of quantum mechanics, out of
the 50 different interpretations, that you could
say was a lot like Buddhism. So it’s an over-simplification to say that quantum mechanics shows
that Buddhism is true.
More than that, I think the answer is much
more subtle and interesting, which is that science
is an empirical way, science is an attitude about
how you approach the world, and Buddhism is an
attitude about how you approach the world. It’s
a practice, right? The one wonderful thing I love
about Zen: it’s the doing of it, it’s not some place
you get to. It’s the doing of that is realization. So
it’s subtle, and science is the same thing: science is
a way of encountering the world, and an attitude
you have when that encounter happens. Whether

it’s biology or physics, it’s a practice.
As Buddhism marched eastward from India
and then down into Vietnam and up into Tibet, and over into China, and Korea, and Japan,
each culture it touched was changed by it. And
Buddhism was changed by the culture. In China,
Buddhism and the Tao mixed to make Chan. In
Japan, Chan was touched by particular Japanese
sensibilities to become Zen. And for the West it’s
going to be about science. The main contribution
we’re going to make to changing Buddhism is
science, that empirical approach to the world. I
think that’s really what’s most important, what’s
really interesting. It’s not so much physics, it’s
science in general: the attitude of curiosity, of
open inquiry.
“Beginner’s mind” is what you should tell every graduate student: “You should approach this
with beginner’s mind. Don’t come at this problem
with your preconceptions.” Both contemplative
practice and scientific practice have this emphasis
on inquiry. And that’s what sets Buddhism apart
from all the other religions. Specifically, the fact
that it really asks you to do your work, to be a lab
unto yourself. Buddha says it so clearly: “Don’t
believe what I’m saying.”
ZB: You have written about what’s called “the
blind spot” in physics. It seems to me that you
were talking about the concept of the Observer,
is that correct?
AF: That article [available at https://aeon.co/
essays/the-blind-spot-of-science-is-the-neglectof-lived-experience] came from a year-long project I’ve been working on with my longtime collaborator Marcelo Gleiser, who is a high-energy
physicist, and Evan Thompson, who is a philosopher of cognitive science as well as a Buddhist
scholar. We all love science, and Evan actually
does science as well as being a philosopher. What
we’re trying to point to is that there’s a whole
set of philosophies, metaphysics literally, that
people claim are science, when in fact they’re
just philosophies, and they have nothing to do
with science. It’s much like the interpretations
of quantum mechanics we were talking about.
Things like reductionism, things like materialism,
those are metaphysical biases, which somehow
people claim for science: “Science shows us that
blankety blankety blank.” Actually, no, science
doesn’t show that. And, in particular, the role of
the Observer… well, it’s not even the Observer,
it’s the role of experience.
The verb “to be” is something that science
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doesn’t really know how to deal with. What has
happened is that scientists have often ignored it
and tried to pretend that it doesn’t exist. They’ve
sort of defined it away, and that’s actually fine
for some problems—doing that has actually allowed science to make a whole lot of progress.
For instance, if you’re just talking about balls on
a pool table, fine: you can totally get the Observer
out of it. But there is a whole class of problems
that are at the very root of some of our deepest
questions, like the nature of consciousness, the
nature of time, and the nature of the universe as
a whole, where doing that [taking the Observer
out] limits you in terms of explanations, and it’s
really bound us up in a lot of ways. And it has really important consequences, both for science, our
ability to explain things, but also for the culture
that emerges out of science.
In order to remove the Observer you have to
treat the world as dead, you know? One of the
things that for me is really important is to move
away from like words like “the Observer” and
focus on experience. Because part of the problem
with experience is that it’s so close to us that we
don’t even see it. And it’s only in contemplative
practice that you really have to deal with it.
ZB: It’s the water that you’re swimming in.
AF: That’s exactly it, or the air if you’re a bird
flying. And that’s why, when you try to talk to
scientists about it they respond, “Well, what do
you mean? Oh, you mean observations.” No: an
observation is many, many levels downstream
from experience. To do an observation means
that you’ve already approached the world with
an attitude that you’ve thought about. You’re
going to pull certain things out of experience and
reify them, turn them into things or numbers,
or metricize them, so observation already has
a whole architecture of concepts and ideas and
attitudes and behaviors that goes along with an
“observation.”
Everything emerges from the raw nature of
experience. My codification is that it’s not atoms
that are irreducible. That’s what the philosophies of reductionism and materialism say, that
the world is just atoms. In the end, your emotions are just neurons or atoms, end of story.
It’s all just matter, dead matter. And so, atoms
are fundamental. Or maybe the atoms aren’t
fundamental, but the things that make up atoms, the quarks, they’re fundamental. And you
know, my codification is, no, it’s experience that’s
fundamental.
ZEN BOW
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Experience can’t be reduced, because nobody’s
ever experienced the world without experience!
Experience is where we all start, and it is fundamentally mysterious and weird, and pretending it’s not, or trying to erase it, again that’s fine
for doing billiard-ball science, but at some point
there are certain questions you’re going to ask
where the issue of experience is going to come
back. That’s why we call it the ‘blind spot’: it’s
the inability to see that experience is irreducible, and that it’s the root of everything—art,
science, whatever—and at some point it’s going
to come and bite you in the ass. Which means
certain questions are going to remain opaque, or
you’re going to come up with dumbass solutions
to them if you don’t find a way to take the blind
spot into account.
This is where Buddhism can have an effect on
the West: because Buddhism changes culture,
and culture changes Buddhism. The metaphors
and philosophical traditions in Buddhism offer
another way to talk about these questions of
physics. The West is pretty limited in its philosophy of experience. I’m not an expert in this,
so people can come and beat me over the head
about it, but my understanding is the first place
you really see it articulated is in the work of the
phenomenologists Heidegger and Husserl, in
the early 1900s. But other than that, there is
not a rich language for experience. And part
of the reason is because we never developed a
meditative tradition. There is not a strong contemplative tradition in the West the way there
is in the East. Obviously we had monasteries,
but meditation just didn’t get codified, it didn’t
get studied, it didn’t get unpacked the way it
did in the East.
So rather than thinking that Buddhism and
physics—or Buddhism and science—go together
because of quantum mechanics, from my perspective it’s more that Buddhism and the tradition of
philosophical inquiry, as well as the role of contemplative practice, offer a whole new language to
begin to address some of these problems. Will it
be fruitful? We’ll see. But it’s a new language and
a new set of conceptual tools to use to ask these
questions about the blind spot.
ZB: Are people other than you, Marcelo Gleiser,
and Evan Thompson working on this?
AF: I feel like we’re kind of out there. It’s just beginning, what we’re trying to do, and we’re trying
to collect other people who are thinking along
these lines. There are some people who have been
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thinking about an interpretation of quantum mechanics called quantum Bayesianism, and there is
Michel Bitbul [a French philosopher of physics],
but we’re starting from the ground up.
ZB: That’s interesting, because definitely my understanding of the intersection of physics and
Buddhism rests in that billiard ball analogy.
AF: Right, right. Rather than the whole weirdness
of quantum mechanics—and quantum mechanics is very weird, you know—but rather than that,
we should really focus on the unveiling of the
present, the constant unveiling of the present
through one’s own perspective.
Physicists are in love with the idea of objective reality. I like to say that we physicists have a
mania for ontology. We want to know what the
furniture of the world is, independent of us. And
I think that idea really needs to be re-examined,
because when you think about objective reality,
what are you doing? You’re just imagining yourself looking at the world without actually being
there, because it’s impossible to actually imagine
a perspectiveless perspective. So all you’ve done
is you’ve just substituted God’s perspective, as if
you were floating over some planet, disembodied,
looking down on it. And, so, what is that? This
thing we’re calling objective reality is kind of a
meaningless concept because the only way we
encounter the world is through our perspective.
Having perspectives, having experience: that’s
really where we should begin.
It all comes down to not seeing the wide variety
of what philosophy brings to science. Physicists
are doing philosophy anyway, and they’re often
doing it so badly that it seeps into the physics
that they’re doing and leads us astray. There are
a number of different issues in physics where a
nuanced discussion with philosophers could really help. What I’ve been really pushing on is the
fact that when we talk about philosophy, most
people mean Western philosophy. It’s the line of
thinkers who came from the Greeks, and from the
Catholic tradition. Those ideas got wedded and
merged with Aristotle, and it’s a very particular
and powerful, but limited, perspective. That’s
what is important to remind people.
Years ago when we did the “Buddhism, Mind,
and Matter” conference [the RZC’s 2008 symposium], Alan Wallace said something that has
stayed with me. He was talking about materialism and how Western civilization has a limited
view because of the reductionist material perspective. And then he stopped, in his charac-

teristic way, and said, “Luckily there have been
other civilizations.”
I think we always forget that there have been
a number of civilizations. If we’re going to bring
philosophical thinking to physics to help us deal
with issues about the fundamental nature of time,
identity, and things like that, then we can’t just
characterize philosophy as being what the white
guys did. God bless the white guys, they were
great, but there’s also Vasubandu and Nagarjuna,
for instance.
In Zen we’ve been doing this for a thousand
years. That’s the brilliance of the koans: hey, here
are these wackadoodle questions which will actually help you drill
down, to see experience. The early Christian mystics didn’t
have that. So the classical Indian and Asian
philosophical systems
with contemplative
practice have a lot to
offer us because it’s always about stabilizing
attention.
In Western philosophy, there’s an entire
field of study of the philosophy of mind. The people writing books—most of them haven’t done
ten minutes of meditation. That’s the thing you
learn in meditation, to stabilize your attention.
It’s so hard, you sit for hours, and even if you’re
an experienced meditator, you’ll still go through
periods where you’re wandering around, you’re
doing your taxes, you’re worrying about that guy
who cut you off. But if you can’t stabilize attention,
how can you do philosophy of mind? Again, that’s
the blind spot. So much “philosophy of mind” is
sitting at this upper level, it’s like the top three
inches of the ocean, talking about it as if that’s the
mind. And with just a little bit of contemplative
practice you realize: oh no, this goes down a lot
deeper. But people are blind to it because we don’t
have a contemplative tradition. Whereas the people who were writing the classic works of Indian
and Asian philosophy, they were all meditators.
They had already stabilized their minds, so they
could talk about the mind in a much richer way.
ZB: Allow me to switch gears completely. I want to
ask you about an op-ed you wrote about five years
ago in the New York Times. I have never forgotten
it and I’m going to completely misquote you, but

the basic premise, if I recall, was that the minute you start rubbing
two sticks together to
make fire you’re going
to destroy the planet. A
civilization of any kind…
AF: Oh yeah, that’s what
the last book was about,
it was about aliens and
climate change. I was
trying to reel people in
with the aliens. This has
been my recent research, what I call the astrobiology of the Anthropocene [the idea that humans
have triggered a new geological epoch].
What I’m trying to get people to see is that
we’re looking at climate change entirely wrong.
Because we think it’s a political thing: it’s Democrats versus Republicans or it’s environmentalists
versus business interests, and climate change
shows us how horrible we are, we’re a terrible species. And all of that just completely ignores what
we’ve learned about planets and their evolution.
First, I’m trying to show how the evolution of our
ideas about other civilizations, and the scientific
search for other civilizations, was happening just
as we were beginning to understand more about
planets in general and as we were first becoming
aware of climate change.
The first scientific search for aliens was in 1959.
The first meeting on
searching for aliens,
for interstellar communications, the famous meeting where
the Drake equation
[a probabilistic argument used to estimate
the number of active,
communicative extraterrestrial civilizations in the Milky
Way] was developed
was in 1960. The first
probe to another planet was 1962. In the same
time frame, the first time a president talked
about climate change was in 1965. In his speech
to Congress, President Johnson addresses CO2
and its detrimental effect on the planet. These
three things go hand in hand.
ZB: All these were U.S.–based?
AF: Yes. Which shows that we should be leading,
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and we’re not. What I’d like to say is that there’s
a cultural tapestry that was beginning, or a jigsaw puzzle that was beginning to be assembled
back then, that is now fully here, that we need to
understand.
Astrobiology is the study of life in its planetary context. And astrobiology is a field that
over the last 30 years or so has undergone major
revolutions, including a profound reshaping of
our understanding of the possibilities for life
in the universe. The most important of these
is the discovery of planets orbiting other stars.
We didn’t even know whether there were any
planets around any other stars than the sun for
2500 years. And now we know that every star
in the sky has planets. There are planets everywhere, and there are planets in the right place
for liquid water to be, which means those are
the right places you could get life to form, and
if you can get life to form, you might be able to
have civilizations.
We also have the four-billion-year history of
Earth and life that we have now unpacked in detail. And we see that Earth has been many different kinds of planets, and they’ve all been affected
by life. In the air we’re breathing right now, the
oxygen comes from life. There’d be no oxygen in
the atmosphere if it weren’t for life. If life went
away, the oxygen would react away with the rocks
in a very short amount of time. So the planet is
continuously being profoundly changed by life
and its evolution.
We have been to Mars, Venus, and Jupiter with
robots; we’ve been to all the planets in the solar
system, and we really understand how planets
and climate work. Any planet that has an atmosphere has a climate. When you put all that together, you get this very different understanding
of what climate change is, human-driven climate
change, and you recognize that we’re just a planet
that has life, that has evolved one particular form
of life. It’s a form of life which is an industrial
civilization, that harvests energy for its own use,
and from that perspective, we change the climate.
Of course: what did you expect? We harvest now
about a quarter of the entire biosphere’s productive capacity. The biosphere has utterly changed
the planet, and we are now using 25% of its total
energy for our own uses. How could there not
have been an effect?
That fact just eliminates the endless question
that you deal with in politics: “Did we change
the climate, did we not change the climate?” Of
course we changed the climate. We should have
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expected it. The other thing that it changes is
this endless flagellating of ourselves: “Oh, human
beings, we suck, we’re a plague on the planet, the
planet just wants to get rid of us.” That’s BS. We
are the biosphere, we’re what the biosphere is
doing now. Even the mass extinction we’re going
to drive, if we drive one, the planet’s just going to
pick it up and use it for the next thing that it’s going to do. That doesn’t mean we should be driving
it, but often the idea that, “Oh my God, we have
to save the planet,” completely misunderstands
what the planet is.
What I like to say is, we are what the biosphere
is doing now. A technological civilization is just
the latest experiment the biosphere is running in
a long history of experiments. You know, grasslands were once new. Prairies were a new invention, and they reshaped the planet. Dinosaurs
were a new invention, they reshaped the planet.
Technological civilization, it’s a new invention
the biosphere’s working with, and there’s no
guarantee that we’ll still be here. We’re what
the biosphere is doing now, and it’ll use whatever we’re doing to create new species and such,
but there’s no guarantee that we will be around
afterwards.
The idea that we’re going to destroy life on the
planet is a joke. Our job is not to save the planet—our job is not to piss it off. Any technological
civilization that rises out of its biosphere is going
to trigger climate change. It’s just a natural consequence of harvesting enough energy. So then the
only question is, are we smart enough to make it
through our Anthropocene?
ZB: Do you have any confidence that we can do
that?
AF: I like this question. People always ask me, “Are
you optimistic?” and I always say, what is the
alternative? I am, because, what’s the alternative? The Anthropocene is not a measure of our
guilt, not a measure of our greed or our evil; the
Anthropocene is a predictable transformation.
It’s a transition, it is a dangerous transformation,
much like adolescence. You can’t stop adolescence.
When your kid’s turned 13 you can’t say, “Don’t
do it,” you know? You have to hope, and you help
them get through adolescence with maturity, wisdom, and compassion. But there’s no guarantee.
Some kids don’t make it through adolescence, or
they come through damaged. So let’s not kid ourselves about what we’re facing: it is a dangerous,
dangerous transformation. But we can make it. I
can’t tell you if we’re going to, but we can. / / /

▷ FROM THE ARCHIVE

Caught on camera: three ladies

with superpowers invading the 7 Arnold
Park kitchen. Was it Halloween? Sangha
Entertainment Night? Any clues about who
they are or when this photo was taken will be
gratefully received.

Halloween traditions at the Zen Center
over the past 53 years have included
pumpkin-carving parties at Chapin Mill and a
practice, dating back to the 1970s, of children
stopping by the Center after trick-or-treating
to offer some of their loot to the hungry
ghosts.
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“Kyosei’s
sound
of
the
raindrops”

▷ Kyosei asked a monk,
“What is the noise
outside?”
The monk said, “The
sound of raindrops.”
Kyosei said, “Men’s
thinking is inverted.
Deluded by their own
selves, they pursue things.”
The monk asked, “What
about you, teacher?”
Kyosei said, “I am
almost but not quite
deluded.”
The monk asked, “What
do you mean by ‘almost
but not quite deluded’?”
Kyosei said, “Though
it is fairly easy to express
what one realizes through
awakening, to transcend
is difficult.”
— Blue Cliff Record, Case 46

Kyosei [Chinese name Jingqing] lived in
the ninth and tenth centuries. He was a
disciple of the great Seppo [Chi., Xuefeng].
According to Kyosei’s biographical story in
The Transmission of the Lamp—also known as the
Denkoroku—at the age of six he refused to eat
meat or strong foods. Interesting, because those
are foods that are prohibited for Buddhist monks.
When his parents forced him to eat dried fish, he
would immediately vomit it up.
When I was in Japan at Bukkoku-ji, mostly
vegetarian meals were served, but once in a while
there would appear some bright-pink, dried-fish
cakes, one for each resident’s bowl. These were
popular among the Japanese monks, but most of
us Westerners usually passed ours to them.
In Andy Ferguson’s trusty volume of biographical information about the Chinese masters, Zen’s
Chinese Heritage, there are some stories about
Kyosei. In one, Kyosei entered the hall and addressed the monks, saying “If you have not already realized the great matter that is before us
today, then listen carefully to what I say. It has

been a long time since you left your homes, and
you’ve traveled for many years. During this whole
time, you have merely experienced the conditions and dust of the world. This is called ‘turning
your back on enlightenment and facing the dust,’
or ‘forsaking your father and running away.’ Today I urge you all to not give up nor turn away.
Wouldn’t it be disappointing if you children of
the great worthies did not exert yourselves in this
manner? Throughout the day, look everywhere
for the Official Road. But don’t ask me to give you
the Official Road.” Although none of here us has
taken the traditional Chinese monastic vows, in
sesshin it’s as though we’re all “monks for a week,”
and by taking Kyosei’s encouraging words to heart,
we can harness them just as effectively as those
monks sitting in Kyosei’s meditation hall.
One day during the work session, Seppo said,
“Zen master Guishan [Jap., Isan] said, ‘Seeing

koan commentary by
Roshi Bodhin Kjolhede

on day six of the September–
October 2013 seven-day
sesshin

painting from “Eight
Views of the Xiao and Xiang
Rivers,” 16th century
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form is seeing mind.’” And Seppo then asked, “Is
there any error or not?” And Kyosei said, “What
about the ancient teachers?” Seppo said, “Although that’s true, I still want you all to discuss
it.” Kyosei said, “In that case, it can’t be compared
to my hoeing the ground.”
Kyosei’s “What about the ancient teachers?”
may mean, “What about the insistence by our
ancestors that in Zen we reject unnecessary
words?”—a rejoinder to Seppo’s challenge. Kyosei then presses his point at the end: “It can’t be
compared to my hoeing the ground.” That is, even
the most profound words are just a shadow of the
actual functioning of our True Nature.
At another time, a monk said to Kyosei, “This
student has not yet arrived at the source. I ask
for the master’s expedient guidance.” Kyosei said,
“What source is that?” The monk said, “The source.”
Kyosei said, “If it’s that source, how can you get
any expedient guidance?” The monk bowed in
thanks and went away. Kyosei’s attendant said,
“Just now did the master give that monk support
or not?” Kyosei said, “No.” The attendant said,
“Then you didn’t answer his question?” Kyosei said,
“No.” The attendant said, “Then I don’t understand
the master’s meaning.” Kyosei said, “One drop is
just black ink. Two drops and a dragon is created.”
How could you look to anyone else for directions to the source, as if there were a map? Where
could we turn but inward to find the Source?
Back to the case: Kyosei asked a monk, “What
is the noise outside?” He’s heard rain before, of
course, and as Yuan Wu, the author of the Blue
Cliff Record, notes, “he doesn’t suffer from deafness.” Yuan Wu also comments, “He casually lets
down a hook. What is he asking?” So what’s he
up to here?
So then, what is the noise outside, really? In
dokusan, the student working on this koan must
present her experiential understanding with her
own response—that is, not with an explanation
but with a demonstration.
The monk replied, “The sound of raindrops.”
This monk really didn’t want to play ball with
Kyosei. He gave this very commonsense, obvious
answer. To which Kyosei quotes the Avatamskara
Sutra: “Men’s thinking is inverted. Deluded by
their own selves, they pursue things.”
In the Lankavatara Sutra, reportedly Bodhi
dharma’s favorite, the Buddha expounds on the
matter of delusion. The theme of the sutra is that
everything we perceive is the projection of our
own mind. This is a highly esteemed sutra in Zen,
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and as such it places Zen in what’s called the Yogacharya division of Mahayana Buddhism.
Yogacharya literally means “mind only”—beyond the mind there are no things and beyond
things there is no mind. We chant this in “Affirming Faith in Mind” with just a different phraseology: “Things are things because of mind / as mind
is mind because of things.” That text, “Affirming
Faith in Mind,” is one of the very earliest Zen texts
and goes right to the heart of the Zen school. Mind
only. Everything is just this mind. And another
word for mind is Mu. So is “This.” So what is it?
A technical definition of delusion—I’m reading here from Red Pine’s notes in his translation
of the Lankavatara Sutra—is “what the mind gives
rise to.” In the broadest sense, whatever the mind
gives rise to may be seen as delusion. Consider
the word makyo, commonly defined as any unusual side-effects of zazen. We could say that ultimately everything is makyo. People sometimes
report an unusual experience and ask, “Was that
a makyo?” If you see this world of appearances as
just a projection of your own mind, you could say
that everything is makyo. But then, it’s not a very
practical use of the word. Still, the point is that
if everything is the projection of our own mind,
then it’s a very broad and thought-provoking understanding of the word delusion. And when we
add our projections to what the mind gives rise
to, we are sure then to misrepresent those things
that the mind gives rise to.
A footnote by Red Pine says, “The wise don’t
add projections to what the mind gives rise to,
but accept it for what it is: the mind. Hence, for
them delusion becomes reality.” Elsewhere in the
Lankavatara Sutra, the Buddha says, “Delusions
also appear to the wise, but they aren’t confused
by them.” So we can distinguish between delusions—what we might call the dreamlike nature of
reality—and delusions-plus-our- interpretation of
them: the way we cast our projections onto them.
The first time I ever read this koan, decades
ago, with its opening exchange between Kyosei
and the monk, I must admit that I felt a bit annoyed—do these masters have to take issue even
with answers that are plainly correct? It’s the
sound of raindrops. Hello!
But Kyosei knows that, of course. So in his
response to the monk, he’s not disputing that
it’s the word we give for that stuff that is formed
in the sky. Yes, we call it rain. The sound of raindrops. But he’s working to draw this monk out of
his ordinary way of seeing the world. He’s trying

to move him out of a conventional dialogue to
what is beyond words—beyond objects as standing apart from subjects. He’s warning him about
being attached to words, those representations
of reality, and about mistaking the representation for the thing itself. Or, to use a Zen phrase,
mistaking the mark on the scale for the weight
itself. That’s the work of the Zen school: seeing
that which cannot be encompassed in words and
concepts. The direct experience. Seeing through
words like raindrops and I and it. And Mu. To grasp
the thing itself, the living reality.
One of the verses added by Yuan Wu to the
original Blue Cliff Record was this:
An empty hall.
The sound of raindrops.
Hard to respond, even for an adept.
If you say he’s ever let the streams enter,
as before you still don’t understand.
Understanding or not understanding.
On South Mountain, on North Mountain
more and more downpour.
Above our heads and under our feet.
If you call it the sound of raindrops, you’re blind
If you don’t call it the sound of raindrops,
what sound will you call it?
Your feet must be treading the ground of reality
before you can get here.
Imagine if we didn’t have a word for what we
call “rain.” Then what would it be? Or if we never
learned the word for “tree,” or for “sorrow,” for
“anger,” for “love.” In order to communicate—a
form of sharing—humans have found words for
these things. But real understanding only comes
through directly experiencing them.
Attachment to words creates all kinds of mischief. And more than that, suffering. There’s a
potent passage in the Lankavatara Sutra where
the Buddha says, “Fools let their thoughts wander
among the names and appearances of convention
to which they are attached, and as they wander
among the multitude of shapes that appear, they
fall prey to views and longings concerning a self
and what belongs to a self, and they become attached to excelling.” “Excelling”? Perhaps the Buddha meant that as soon as we buy into the notion
of a fixed, permanent self, we become attached to
the doings of the self and then fall into judgments
of the self.
A famous Taoist, Wei Wu Wei, said, “Why are
people so unhappy? Because 99% of what they
think about is the self—and there is none.” Again,
the Buddha: “They fall prey to views and longings

concerning a self and what belongs to a self”—
the “I,” the “me,” and the “my.” All we have to do
is examine our thoughts: it’s 99% “I,” “me,” and
“my.” The Buddha continues: “And once they are
attached they are blinded by ignorance and give
rise to passion. And once they are inflamed, the
karma produced by desire, anger and delusion
accumulates. And as it accumulates they become
enveloped in their own projections like silkworms
and cocoons, or submerged in boundless states of
existence in the sea of birth and death as if they
were on a waterwheel.”
That’s quite a string of causation the Buddha
laid out, so here’s a simpler version of it: Words
and language in general reinforce the illusion of
fragmentation. We have assigned different words
to different things, different names to different
people, tribes, nations, and religions, and the
longer we use these words, the more likely we will
get drawn into seeing the world as not unified but
divided. So there are enormous consequences to
the use of language and words. Naturally, we are
always using words—Zen has no quarrel with
that—but let’s be aware that words are the finger
pointing to the moon and not the moon itself.
Kyosei seems to have been fond of the line of
inquiry presented in this case. When he asked
another monk what the sound outside was, the
monk replied, “The sound of a snake eating a frog.”
To which Kyosei warned, “When you acknowledge
the suffering of beings, then there are more suffering beings.”
What? What could be wrong with stating the
obvious and pointing out suffering where we
see it? Well, nothing, conventionally speaking.
Our bodhisattva vows enjoin us to respond to
suffering beings. But “suffering” and “being” are
just half of the story. The other half is that of
non-being—no beings to suffer, no beings to help.
This is the ultimate perspective, the other half of
reality. Awakening reveals these two as not two.
And to deny either is to invite more suffering. The
Buddha says as much, again in the Lankavatara
Sutra, when he continues: “But because of their
ignorance they do not realize that their own existence is an illusion, a mirage, a reflection of the
moon in water. And that [their own existence is]
without a self or what belongs to a self. And that
it arises from the projections of their own mind
and not from a creator, from time, from motes
of dust, or from a supreme being. Thus do fools
wander among names and appearances.”
Here’s yet another instance of Kyosei posing
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his favorite question, “What is that sound outside
the gate?” The monk at hand said, “The sound of
quail.” And then Kyosei warned, “If you wish to
avoid uninterrupted hell, don’t slander the wheel
of the true Dharma of the Tathagata.”
If rain were to fall without hitting trees, bushes,
buildings, pavement, ground, would it make any
sound? This is kind of an idle question, one like that
old philosophical riddle: If a tree falls in the forest
and there’s no one there to hear it, does it make
a sound? In the Mumonkan, Zen master Mumon
raises a similar question: “Just tell me: does the ear
go to the sound, or does the sound go to the ear?”
Nikos Kazantzakis, the author of Zorba the
Greek and other books, had at least a passing interest in Zen and recognized how we can use words to
shut out direct experience. He said, “Great indeed
is the strength of the letters of the alphabet, those
26 miniature soldiers that stand at the edge of the
cliff and defend man’s heart, at least for some little
time, preventing it from falling and drowning in
the black bottomless eye of the Buddha.” That
“bottomless eye” may sound menacing, but it’s
the very source of all phenomena—the “Mother
of the buddhas.”
When the monk gives his commonsense answer, “The sound of raindrops,” Kyosei chides him:
“Men’s thinking is inverted. Deluded by their own
selves, they pursue things.” Yuan Wu comments,
“People all misunderstand and call this intentionally upsetting the man, but this has nothing to
do with it. How little they realize that Kyosei has
the skill to help people.” He’s not just testing the
monk, but giving him the truth.
The monk then asks, “What about you, teacher?” To which Yuan Wu comments, “As it turns
out, the monk suffers a defeat. He’s turned the
spear around. Inevitably it will be hard for Kyosei
to stand up to it. Instead of Kyosei, the monk
grabs the spear and stabs the man back.” The more
you read of the Blue Cliff Record, the more you can
understand why it’s considered one of the great
works of literature in all of Chinese history. It’s
just marvelously rich in vivid language, colorful
metaphors, and even humor.
How does Kyosei parry the monk’s thrust? “I
am almost but not quite deluded.” A different
translation of this reply is, “I am on the brink of
falling into delusion about myself.” And another
is, “A little more and I would be deluded, too.”
What do all these mean? Hakuin once said, “No
matter how little sickness there may be in one’s
body, there is pain in his heart because there is
delusion in his mind. This is the chronic sickness
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of all sentient beings.” Hakuin would seem to be
referring here to the unenlightened. However,
we can take it in a broader sense to mean every
one of us. Until supreme, perfect enlightenment,
all of us have traces, at the very least, of dis-ease
still to work through. Hakuin himself, after his
first enlightenment experience, and then a second
and third, still remained dissatisfied. After each
period of savoring the experience, he came back
to earth—back to the realization that, as Zen
master Dogen put it, “There is no beginning to
practice or end to enlightenment; no beginning
to enlightenment or end to practice.”
A monk once asked the great T’ang master
Guishan [Jap., Isan], “After one has attained instantaneous enlightenment, must he still practice?” Guishan replied: “If one is truly enlightened
and has realized the fundamental, he’s no longer
tied to the poles of practice and non-practice. But
ordinarily, even though the original mind has
been awakened by an intervening cause, there
still remains the inertia of habit, formed since
the beginning of time, which cannot be totally
eliminated at a stroke. He must be taught to cut
off completely the stream of his habitual ideas
and views caused by the still operative karmas.”
This is sobering news for those who harbor
the notion that after awakening our job is done.
But it’s also true that after awakening the work
is different. When you have seen the illusory
nature of self, when you’ve seen that it’s just a
cluster of dust in the mind, based on old memories and associations and self-images that have
accumulated in the course of one’s life, then it’s
a very different project. It’s one without the same
oppressive burden of the self—the self that has
never even existed.
At a Vipassana Buddhist retreat my wife attended, the leader of the retreat compared this
ongoing work of a seasoned meditation practice
to leading a pet on a leash. We still have our residual habit forces—vestiges of the Three Poisons of
greed, anger, and delusion—but now they’re not
dragging us through the mud on our belly. It’s not
the same battle. Those residual forces may still tug
at us, but we find a way to manage them. What’s
important is that we make every effort to uphold
the Precepts, to live in harmony with others, so
that we don’t cause unnecessary harm. But we
have to keep working—until full enlightenment.
Here’s another exchange with Kyosei, where
the monk says, “Why don’t you do something to
make me enlightened quickly?” (Who couldn’t

relate to that wish!) To which Kyosei answered, “If
I did that I should deprive you of your own property.” It’s in facing our delusions and patiently
working through them that we grow into vessels
of the Dharma by which we can serve others. To
just pop into some kind of awakening experience
without the seasoning, the maturation, of years of
sustained exertion, would be of very limited value.
The longer we spend in practice before awakening,
the more we are refining this container we can call
character, so that when we do awaken to our True
Nature, we will have the structure that will enable
us to really help “all beings without number.”
If there had been some kind of answer that
Kyosei could give the monk to truly settle his
mind, he might have offered it up. But there is no
“answer,” as such. We grow into understanding,
purifying ourselves all along the way.
Back to the case. The monk asked, “What do
you mean by ‘almost but not quite deluded’?” Yuan
Wu comments on this line in a tongue-in-cheek
way: “He presses this old fellow and crushes the
man. His first arrow was still light, the second
arrow was deep.” The first monk’s first arrow was,
“What about you, teacher?” and his second is when
the monk presses Kyosei, “What do you mean by
‘almost but not quite deluded’?” He’s pinning him
to the wall. Another teacher, one like Rinzai or
Tokusan, those fierce T’ang Dynasty masters who
were known for their roughness, might have just
struck the monk at that point. But Kyosei must’ve
felt that for this monk, at this time, a little something in words would be more helpful, so he said,
“Though it is fairly easy to express what one realizes
through awakening, to transcend is difficult.”
After awakening it is easy enough to express
one’s understanding because the essential point
is uncomplicated. In words, “Just this!” covers it.
So does “Not two,” and “From the very beginning
there has never been a single thing.” Ditto “Only
Mu!” Without words it’s even simpler—just eating, washing, driving, responding in all situations,
without the mind somewhere else. Likewise, in
the koan collections we have Gutei presenting his
understanding by simply raising a finger, Kempo
drawing a straight line in the air, another master
stretching out his arms, and another simply turning his back on the questioner. And Vimilakirti
just sat in silence.
But then, what does Kyosei mean by “transcending”? And what is so difficult about it?
Anyone who’s been at this business long enough
has learned how deep in each of us the layers of
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karmic obstruction run. This is our karmic wiring,
the well-worn path of activity and reactivity—habit energy. And “habit” encompasses vastly more
than the troublesome patterns that we know so
well, like smoking, recreational drug use, internet compulsions, and overeating. The truly glacial
habit forces we have to contend with are the many
forms of greed, ill will, and delusion that underlie
these self-sabotaging habits that give rise to them.
And then there are our stubborn patterns of
reactivity we’re not aware of. Sustained zazen will
expose more and more of these over time, and
in that sense the effects of Zen practice reflect
Freud’s understanding of the goal of psychoanalysis: “to make the unconscious conscious.” But to
take self-awareness even further, look to others
for feedback—your immediate family, co-workers, your teacher, the Sangha. Best of all may be
your spouse!
As if the task of transcending our individual
reactive tendencies were not daunting enough,
we have our collective karma to contend with.
For us as Americans, that starts with racism, our
country’s Achilles heel, and with gun violence,
another national affliction. But the medicine for
these scourges is the same as for our individual
afflictions—zazen. There are social and political
remedies available to us—the leaves and branches
of renewed life. But the root cure is to see into the
mind and its projections.
To better understand what Kyosei says is so
difficult to transcend, we can look to the second
of the four bodhisattva vows: “Blind passions” are
endless, and originate with the deepest of all—
the craving to be, and to become. And this itself
arises out of fundamental ignorance—ignorance
of the true nature of all things.
To the degree that we cling to the illusion of
self-and-other we remain bound to suffering. That
most basic, illusory split engenders fear, anxiety,
and all the other emotional vexations: existential
insecurity, envy, conceit, resentment.... Kyosei
recognized, through his own personal struggles,
the difficulty of reaching true realization—what
Japanese Soto Zen master Menzan referred to as
“melting the frozen block of emotion–thought.”
But as a man of attainment, Kyosei also would
have known that that “frozen block” itself is without any enduring substance to it, that all beings
are originally enlightened. Or as Zen master
Hakuin declared:
From the very beginning all beings are Buddha.
Like water and ice, without water no ice,
Outside us no Buddhas. / / /
ZEN BOW
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Autumn 2019

Sightings
Just a brief note to thank
you for the latest Zen Bow. In
particular, the piece on PK’s
relationship with Yasutani-roshi was revelatory. And his
letter to Ralph made me love
and admire him even more. In
fact, I cried.
Gratefully,
Jonathan Sheldon
Denver, CO

further remarks
founders & inventors ¶ Dear Zen Bow: A small
correction to the latest issue:
In the marginal comments on
Kapleau-roshi’s letter to Ralph
Chapin (p. 16), it’s stated
that “Chester [Carlson] was
the inventor of xerography
and the founder of the Xerox
Corporation.” He was indeed
the former, but not the latter.
Some years ago, Caltech’s
alumni magazine published
an interesting article about
Chester Carlson, who was a
Caltech alumnus. According to
the book Copies in Seconds by
David Owen, Carlson was never an employee of Xerox, let
alone its founder. He had tried
for years to interest various
companies in commercializing
the process he’d invented, and
a Rochester company called
the Haloid Corporation finally
agreed to work on it with
him. Haloid is now the Xerox
Corporation. If I recall correctly what I read, Carlson served
as a consultant to the company, but was never actually an
employee.
Scott Jennings
Rochester, NY
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in print
The book: Moon by the
Window: The Calligraphy
and Zen Insights of Shodo
Harada ¶ What it’s about:
This book is a collection of 108
calligraphies and commentaries. Shodo Harada-roshi is the
Abbot of Sogenji monastery in
Okayama, Japan, as well as the
founder of monasteries in the
U.S., Germany, and India, and
of Zen centers in several other
countries. Many American Zen
teachers have deepened their
Zen practice by training with
Shodo Harada Roshi.
Why it’s worthy: The Roshi’s
calligraphy is flowing and dynamic. The 108 calligraphies
in this book provide the viewer with not only examples of
the Roshi’s artistic skills, but
also with visual representations of
the freely
flowing
quality of
the Roshi’s
mind.
What
makes this
book a
treasure for Zen students are
the comments that the Roshi
makes on each of the 108 Zen
phrases that he has chosen
for his calligraphy. The clarity

and depth of his comments
provide 108 examples of why
Shodo Harada Roshi has been
called a “teacher of teachers.”
For example, about Unmon’s statement, “Every day
is a good day,” (from the sixth
case of the Blue Cliff Record)
the Roshi writes: “To be full
and taut in this very moment
is the truth of the Buddha….
Cutting off the past, cutting
off the future, letting go of
any idea of the present, we
experience our original clear
Mind. These words, ‘Every day
is a good day,’ pierce through
the past, pierce through the
future, and pierce through the
whole world in all ten directions, caught on nothing. This
state of mind cuts away everything.”—Wes Borden
On Screen
The movie: Samurai
Part I: Musashi Miyamoto
(1954) ¶ What it’s about: The
first of the Samurai Trilogy,
Samurai Part I is by the great
Japanese director Hiroshi
Inagaki, starring Toshiro
Mifune as the legendary 17th
century swordsman, strategist, philosopher, writer, ronin, and Zen adept Miyamoto
Musashi.
Why it’s worthy: Yearning
for inspiration? Wish it were
packaged with iconic actors,
brilliant direction, stirring
imagery, mountains, rivers,
war, romance, and one of the
greatest stories ever told? If
so, check this out. Samurai
Part I takes its protagonist
from his youth as a coarse,
barely civilized ruffian in a
remote rural village, reflexively violent and easily enraged,

through the beginning of his
awakening to the life of discipline and deep refinement
for which he would become
famous. Takezo, as Musashi
was first called, returns home
badly roughed up from the
civil wars, and soon finds himself locked in mortal combat
with the village priest Takuan.
Through an awe- inspiring

test of courage and endurance,
the priest proves stronger,
wilier, and more ruthless than
the wild man—and so begins
the arduous process of training, education, and spiritual
development.
The drama throughout is
riveting. Kuroemon Onoe
as Priest Takuan gives an
astoundingly authentic and
original portrayal of a true
person of no rank. Mifune, of
course, is a force of nature.
Their struggle and reconciliation carries almost mythic
weight. And the result, like a
butterfly born from a caterpillar, is miraculous. Near the
end, as we see the world anew
through Musashi’s eyes, our
own eyes are opened. And so
are our hearts.
The film is distributed as
part of the Criterion Collection. As such, your local library
may carry it. It is also available
on Amazon Prime.—Tom
Roberts

▷ SIGHTINGS

ROBERT HUNT

by Jocelyn Armstrong, for
teaching about religious
diversity to middle school
students). Buddhism is the
third largest religion in New
Zealand, after Christianity
and Hinduism, with 58,440
people, about 1.5% of the
population, identifying themselves as Buddhist in the 2013
census. There have been very

▲ Sensei Amala Wrightson from the Auckland Zen Centre with Jocelyn

Armstrong, Chairperson of the RDC, the New Zealand Prime Minister,
Jacinda Ardern, and the Minister of Ethnic Communities, Jenny Salesa, at
a meeting of religious leaders in Auckland in June.

TOM KOWAL

Council and Trustee of the
Religious Diversity Centre
(RDC). She writes: “I was impressed with the way Jacinda
Ardern listened carefully to
people, without a lot of self in
play. Her uncle (her father’s
twin brother) was present at
the meeting. He is the head of
the LDS (Mormon) Church in
New Zealand—we’re a small
country!”
One proposal arising from
the meeting was for basic
education about different
faiths to be taught in schools
(in the photo Jenny Silesa is
holding a textbook, written

small numbers of Chinese
Buddhists in New Zealand
since the 19th century, when
Chinese men came to New
Zealand to work the Otago
goldfields, but numbers began
to grow with the waves of refugees and migrants who have
come to New Zealand from
Asia, starting in 1976 with the
Vietnamese, and followed by
people from Cambodia, Laos,
Thailand, China, Korea, Burma, and Sri Lanka. Around
a quarter of New Zealand
Buddhists are “converts” who
did not grow up in Buddhist
families.—chris pulleyn

▲ Chapin Mill update Is it

a bathtub? A baptismal font?
This strangely shaped object,
appearing in a large hole in the
courtyard of the retreat center, is
part of the infrastructure for the
water feature of one of the pair
of sculptures by Todd McGrain
that will be installed in late
October. Because the courtyard
is enclosed, the sculptures, which
are 14 feet in diameter, will be lifted into place with a large crane.
Sangha photographers and
videographers will be on hand to
document this dramatic event.

◀ During the past summer, the

CHRISTIAN MARTIN

worldwide
news from new
zealand ¶ Sensei Amala
attended a meeting that
included the heads of most
of the major faith groups
in New Zealand, called by
Prime Minister Ardern in
order to build on the growing
awareness, in the wake of the
March 15th mosque shootings,
of the need for religions to
work together to combat
xenophobia and racism in New
Zealand.
Amala-sensei was at the
meeting in her roles as Chairperson of the NZ Buddhist

Center’s Sangha Engagement
Committee organized bi-monthly hikes through some of Rochester’s beautiful parks, including
Durand Eastman, Mendon Ponds,
Corbett’s Glen, and Turning
Point Parks.
ZEN BOW
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▶ SEPTEMBER 28–
OCTOBER 5

▶ NOVEMBER 2–9

▶ DECEMBER 1

seven-day sesshin with
Roshi (CM)

center closed

▶ NOVEMBER 16

two-day sesshin with
NAME SURNAME (CM)

▶ OCTOBER 17

buddha’s enlightenment ceremony, 7–9 pm
(AP)

term intensive opening
ceremony 7–9 pm (AP)

▶ NOVEMBER 21

Application Deadline
for December sesshin

Application Deadline
for January sesshin

▶ OCTOBER 13

▶ NOVEMBER 21

youth sunday 10:30
am (AP)

▶ NOVEMBER 24

sangha meeting, 10:30
am (AP)

seven-day sesshin with
Roshi (CM)
▶ OCTOBER 8

bodhidharma cere
mony 7–9 pm (AP)
▶ OCTOBER 10

Application Deadline
for November sesshin
▶ OCTOBER 10

All-day sitting, 6:15 am
–3 pm & youth sunday
10:30 am (AP)
▶ OCTOBER 18 & 19

30
�CED

TEMPLE NIGHT

▶ december

Trustees meeting
▶ OCTOBER 28

youth sunday, sangha
meeting, 8:30–10:30 am
(AP)
▶ OCTOBER 31

term intensive closing
ceremony 7–9 pm (AP)

introductory
workshop (AP)

All-day sitting, 6:15 am
–3 pm & youth sunday
(AP)

ceremony of aid, 7–9
pm (AP)
ceremony of gratitude, 8:30–10:30 am &
youth sunday 10:30
am (AP)
▶ NOVEMBER 29

temple night, 7–11 pm
(AP)
▶ NOVEMBER 30

precepts teisho,
8:30–10:30 am (AP)
▶ NOVEMBER 30

precepts ceremony
(Jukai), 5–6 pm (AP)

▶ DECEMBER 7–8

▶ DECEMBER 10

▶ DECEMBER 12

▶ DECEMBER 15

▶ DECEMBER 16

▶ DECEMBER 20–26

center closed

▶ DECEMBER 16

youth sunday, 10:30
am (AP)
▶ DECEMBER 31

New year’s eve
ceremonies, 8 pm–12:30
am (AP)

